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1.Basic info about Better Factory
Better Factory is an EU initiative to help European manufacturing companies to
become more competitive in the global market. For these manufacturing companies
Better Factory provides:

- Reduction of production cost by optimising the use of production resources
(material, space, energy, water, machines, labour, logistics, etc.) and
production planning. Better Factory will connect manufacturing companies
with Technology suppliers who have proven technologies in production
optimisation.

- Redesigning of products so they can be easily customised or personalised
for individual customers. Better Factory will connect manufacturing
companies with experienced design artists.

- Financial and business consultancy to improve production, develop new
products and create a new business strategy.

The manufacturing company will be given access to Robotics and Automation
MarketPlace (RAMP – www.RAMP.eu). RAMP is a Business-to-Business (B2B) internet
marketplace for manufacturing companies. Through RAMP, manufacturing companies
can buy production automation technologies, purchase product design services,
and hire financial and business consultants.

To test and validate the transfer of technology and services on the RAMP, Better
Factory is launching a Knowledge Transfer Program. In the Knowledge Transfer
Program, Better Factory will select 9 consortia composed of 1 manufacturing
company, 1 technology supplier and 1 Artist. Each consortium of this trio
(Manufacturing Company + Technology Supplier + Artist) is referred to as a
Knowledge Transfer Experiment (KTE). KTEs will be supported to design new
product lines and deploy automation solutions at the manufacturer’s assets.

The duration of each KTE Program will be 16 months and includes three stages of
development:

- Stage 1 (M1, 1 month): Knowledge Co-creation
- Stage 2 (M2-M13, 12 months): Knowledge transfer
- Stage 3 (M14-M16, 3 months): Knowledge Scale-up.
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The Better Factory consortium, coordinated by VTT Technical Research Centre
(Finland), includes 28 partners from 18 European countries representing arts
ecosystems, technology competence centres, industrial clusters, tech suppliers,
artist suppliers, business developers, legal framework and communication and
dissemination.
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2.What do we offer?
If you are a manufacturing company, an artist or a tech supplier who wants to
work in a consortium composed of one of each of the three entities, then Better
Factory will help you engage in a set of one-year collaborative experiments to
redesign manufacturers product portfolio.

2nd Better Factory Open Call for Full Proposals will enable:

● manufacturing companies to enter new markets or become more innovative and
competitive on existing markets with customisable products or
service portfolios. 

● artists, with an industrial background, to create new business models for
themselves and reach new prospective clients. 

● technology suppliers to reach out to new potential customers and test
technologies in real-life situations with low financial risk. 

Based on a given challenge expressed by manufacturing companies, the consortium
will work together to submit a joint proposal to the 2nd Better Factory Open
Call. After the proposal evaluation process, 16 finalists will be selected to
participate in the Jury Day, where they will pitch their projects and the best 9
consortia will be selected to participate in the 16-month Better Factory
Knowledge Transfer Program. Each consortium of this trio (manufacturing company
+ technology supplier + artist) is referred to as a Knowledge Transfer
Experiment (KTE).

Better Factory will provide two cutting-edge tools developed and tested during
the lifetime of the project:

● RAMP - the one-stop-shop where Manufacturing Companies will be able to buy
services from Technology Suppliers, Artists, Competence Centres, training
providers and financial brokers.

● APPS - Advanced Production Planning and Scheduling, deployed on a free and
open IoT platform at 10% of the cost in 50% less time. APPS will
automatically reconfigure the collaborative robots.

Up to EUR 200,000 (total lump sum) will be distributed to each one of the
selected KTEs, based upon the successful delivery of technical and business
reports throughout the duration of the program. This lump sum will be
distributed among the KTE partners as follows:

● Manufacturing companies: up to EUR 50,000
● Artists: up to EUR 50,000
● Technology Suppliers: up to EUR 100,000
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3.Eligibility Criteria
The KTEs have to be proposed by a consortium team, composed of the 3 following
profiles:

● One Manufacturing Company
● One Artist
● One Technology supplier

All consortia must abide by the general requirements described in the Guide for
Applicants in order to be considered eligible for Better Factory open call.

3.1 Who are we looking for?

In this Open Call for Full Proposals, applicants will apply as consortia1

composed of 1 Manufacturing Company + 1 Artist + 1 Technology Supplier.

Manufacturing companies, Artists and Technology Suppliers can be legally
established as SMEs, Slightly Bigger Companies or Mid-Caps.

An SME will be considered as such if it complies with the Commission
Recommendation 2003/361/EC .As a summary, the criteria which define an SME are: 

● Staff Headcount in Annual Work Units (AWU) less than 250;

● Annual turnover less or equal to EUR 50 million OR annual balance
sheet total less or equal to EUR 43 million.

A Slightly Bigger Company will be considered as such if it complies with the
following criteria:

● Staff Headcount in Annual Work Units (AWU) less than 500;

● Annual turnover less or equal to EUR 100 million OR annual balance
sheet total less or equal to EUR 86 million.

Regarding Mid-Caps, for the purposes of Better Factory, we are defining a
Mid-Cap as:

● A company that has a staff headcount of up to 3,000 Annual Work Units
(AWU)2

A Manufacturing Company refers to an SME, a Slightly Bigger Company or a Mid-Cap
involved in the production of goods that convert raw materials, parts or
components into finished or semi-finished products using manual labour and/or
machines in a physical factory.

Please note that an SME, a Slightly Bigger Company or a Mid-Cap owned by a
company bigger than a Mid-Cap – i.e. having a shareholder with more than 50% of
the shares whose headcount is higher than 3,000 – will be considered as a Big
Company and will not be able to apply to this Open Call.

2 The Headcount must be calculated in Annual Work Units (AWU) and cannot exceed 2999 employees. The
staff headcount is calculated in accordance with Articles 3 to 6 of the EU Recommendation
2003/361/EC.

1 The applicant consortium may be either the result of the matchmaking process through RAMP after the
pre-selection of manufacturing companies and of the validation of Artists and Tech Suppliers, but
consortia created outside the matchmaking process will also be eligible.
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A Technology Supplier refers to an SME, a Slightly Bigger Company or a Mid-Cap
that develops, produces and sells software applications and/or hardware to be
implemented in Manufacturing Companies.

An Artist refers to either an SME, a Slightly Bigger Company or a Mid-Cap
registered under NACE Code ‘9003 Artistic creation’ or a self-employed
individual (freelancer) who undertakes artistic activities as a profession/job
occupation, such as a performer, a designer, a composer, an architect, a writer,
etc. The artist must have produced enough artwork for the jury to evaluate their
artistic experience. The Artist must share evidence for each artwork reference
as part of their portfolio. Previous collaborations with industry companies and
technology providers will be valued but does not represent a condition for
participation.

Only Manufacturing Companies, Artists and Tech Suppliers legally established in
any of the eligible countries will be eligible for the Better Factory calls. The
eligible countries include:

● The Member States of the European Union: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain
and Sweden;

● H2020 Associated Countries, as identified in Article 7 of the Horizon
2020 Regulation: Iceland, Norway, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, North
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey, Israel, Moldova, Switzerland,
Faroe Islands, Ukraine, Tunisia, Georgia and Armenia.

● United Kingdom

3.2 What types of activities can be funded?

KTEs should be focussed on transforming the traditional manufacturing companies
into fully connected cyber-physical systems by implementing cognitive
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) solutions which can dynamically meet the changing
production demands and collaborate with workers considering their individual
knowledge, physique and gender.

At a technical level, the focus will be to minimise the impact on production
cost and more value creation by:

● Reduction of waste, energy and other production resources;
● Optimized factory logistic;
● Use of robots to support workers;
● Production preplanning and simulation.

At a sectoral level, the sectors prioritised are:

● Plastic and Rubber;
● Furniture and Wood;
● Food and Agriculture;
● Construction;
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● Metal and Machinery;
● Textile and Leather.

3.3 Ideal project

Collaborations between Manufacturing Companies, Artists and Tech Suppliers can
take on many forms and deliver a wide variety of (successful) outcomes. To give
applicants an idea of the types of projects we are looking for, we have included
a short list of potential ideal project formats. Please note that this list is
not complete and serves only as a source of inspiration for applicants:

● Plastic and Rubber

A manufacturer of composite articles for different markets has the
ambition to reuse the waste streams from their production process through
new product development and current product design optimisation. Their
factory employs a lot of floor workers, their challenge for the tech
supplier revolves around ergonomic improvements to improve the health of
their team and implementing a prediction system to optimize the flow of
materials through the process. In collaboration with an artist who is an
expert in additive manufacturing and circular design they developed a
range of potential new products from their inhouse waste streams. The
technology supplier has used these waste streams to implement a resource
planning optimisation solution allowing the SME to optimise their raw
material purchasing planning.

● Furniture and Wood

A specialised manufacturer of office furniture has the ambition to
integrate IoT applications into their products with the goal to expand
their portfolio offering. In order to do this, changes in the design and
production are required, as well as staff training. The collaboration with
a furniture designer with a background in digital art has led to the
development of a new product that integrates ergonomics, data gathering
and advice to the user of the furniture. The new design requirements have
led to a set of production process adaptation requirements where the
technology supplier has contributed to.

● Food and Agriculture

A producer of edible products and a range of other products based on the
farm activities has the ambition to introduce precision farming principles
into their process with the purpose of expanding their envelope of
possibilities in terms of land use, harvesting and production of products
with a short shelf life and a long shelf life. They have collaborated with
a food design artist to develop new products they can add to their
portfolio and the technology supplier has helped them with a series of
interventions aimed at gathering data from their resources which helped
them to create a dashboard overview of their performance and a prediction
module to simulate alternatives.

● Construction
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A manufacturer of building components active in different European markets
has the ambition to become more sustainable and innovative in their
product portfolio as well as their factory processes. They intend to
experiment with new materials and technologies in an effort to expand
their production portfolio with new product propositions and optimize
their factory processes through automation and prediction. In
collaboration with an artist who is experienced in material innovation and
renewable technologies they developed a new, multifunctional product as an
outcome of the KTE. The technology supplier has implemented a set of
automation processes that led to a decrease of waste and water usage in
their production line.

● Metal & Machinery

A manufacturer of specialised steel products has been faced with changing
demands over the last years. Clients demand a higher degree of
specialisation / customisation while maintaining short lead times. This
poses a challenge: how can they design products that allow for small
batch, fast paced production. They seek their solution both in redesign
and automation of their processes. In collaboration with an installation
artist who has a lot of experience with complex steel structures they
looked at their current design process and implemented a number of changes
that allowed for customisation of a larger number of elements in the
design. In collaboration with the tech supplier, an assessment of their
current processes led to a set of possible improvements to increase the
flexibility and allow for small batch production.

● Textile and Leather

A producer of textile products mainly focused on the B2B market wants to
venture into B2C markets through product customisation and production
automation. Their challenge revolves around material experimentation and
replacing humans by robotic solutions in different parts of the production
chain. In collaboration with a smart textile designer, they tested a new
material that combines textiles with printable elements. This development
allowed them to create modular products with a high degree of
customisation and extend the degree of digital fabrication in their
production processes. This was used by the tech supplier to implement
robotic solutions in the production chain.

3.4 How to apply?

When applying to the Better Factory open call, please also note that:

● we will evaluate only proposals submitted through the online form before
the proposal submission deadline on 15 November 2022, 17:00 CET. Upon
receipt of each proposal, the system will send you a confirmation of your
submission.

● you have to verify the completeness of the form, as it won’t be possible
to add any further information after the deadline. Applications can be
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edited as many times as wished until the deadline. The only exception for
editing after the deadline is if a mistake has been made in the key
administrative data (e.g. contact mail or phone, name of the company,
etc.). In this case, the applicants have to contact us at
betterfactory.helpdesk@fundingbox.com indicating the proposal ID, their
username and the data which should be corrected.

● Though applicants could submit multiple applications, neither team members
nor any legal entities can be funded twice by Better Factory. In the case
that more than one proposal with any similar team members or from the same
organisation will be among the selected projects, only the one with more
points will be funded.

● your proposal must be written in English in all mandatory parts in order
to be eligible. Only parts written in English will be evaluated.

● all mandatory sections of your proposal must be completed. The data
provided should be actual, true, complete and should allow assessment of
the proposal. Additional material, not specifically requested in the
online application form, will not be considered for the evaluation. We
will check all the information provided in your application during the
evaluation phase and Sub-grant Agreement (SGA) preparation phase.

● we will take into consideration the existence of potential conflict of
interest among you and one or more Better Factory Consortium partners.
Consortium partners, their affiliated entities, employees and permanent
collaborators cannot take part in the Better Factory programme. All cases
of potential conflict of interest will be assessed case by case.

● we don’t accept entities that are under liquidation or are an enterprise
under difficulty according to the Commission Regulation No 651/2014, art.
2.18, or that are excluded from the possibility of obtaining EU funding
under the provisions of both national and EU law, or by a decision of both
national or EU authority;

● your project should be based on your original work or your right to use
the IPR must be clear. Going forward, any foreseen developments must be
free from third party rights, or those third-party rights must be clearly
stated.

● as per European Commission’s rules, financial support will not be awarded
to individual legal entities that have already received more than EUR
100,000 via open calls (Financial Support to Third Parties = FSTP =
cascade funding) from H2020 I4MS (https://i4ms.eu/) and SAE projects
(https://smartanythingeverywhere.eu/). This limited amount does not
include any EC contribution that your organisation receives or has
received within an EU-funded project (within FP7 or H2020) as a
beneficiary. Participation as a beneficiary within EU-funded projects does
not affect the participation in Better Factory open calls. Additionally,
any legal entity or consortium participating in this open call will be
able to apply for any other Better Factory open calls, provided the
above-mentioned limits are observed. For clarification, please contact the
relevant department in your organisation.

Better Factory provides the full proposal template in the following link.
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Better Factory has planned online webinars about this open call. They will be
announced at the Better Factory Community Space.
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4. How will we evaluate your proposal?

Our evaluation process is transparent, fair and equal to all our participants.
For this call, we are looking for the best fit for our project. We expect a high
number of applications and since we are much more concerned with quality than
quantity, we suggest that you put effort into how you present your project.
Please make sure you provide as many details as you can, identifying the main
key points and how they fit with the overall Better Factory scope. This will
provide us a better understanding of your application during the evaluation
process.

The evaluation of the proposals will be done in the following steps:

● Proposals submission
● Eligibility checks: Proposals which do not comply with the ‘eligibility

criteria’ will be excluded from shortlisting at ‘Eligible Applicants
List’.

● Internal/External evaluation: individual evaluations of submitted
proposals, resulting in the ‘Ranking List’

● Consensus meeting: The ‘Selection Committee’ will check the proposals with
the best score in the previous phase.

● Jury Day: to which finalists will be invited to present their projects.

After the Jury Day, once formal checks and validations have been successfully
completed each selected consortium will sign a Sub-Grant Agreement.

4.1 Eligibility check

The eligibility check will be done on all proposals submitted before the
deadline. All criteria are listed below in this Guide for Applicants. The
projects that do not comply with those criteria will be excluded and marked as
ineligible.

We will inform you about the results of the eligibility check.

All proposals received will be checked according to criteria described in
Section 3 above.
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4.2 Internal/External Evaluation

After the eligibility check, each eligible proposal will be evaluated by 3
internal and external experts3, appointed according to the specific
characteristics of the KTEs. The best 16 proposals will be invited to the Jury
Day, where the candidates will pitch in front of the Selection Committee
composed of the core partners of the Better Factory consortium.

The Evaluation criteria will take into account at least the following:

EXCELLENCE - under this criterion, proposed projects will be evaluated in
terms of:
● Ambition/Innovation: We are looking for proposals with ground-breaking

objectives, novel concepts and approaches, new products, services or
business and organisational models. The ambition and innovation aspects
of the proposal should highlight aspects where RAMP and APPS mentioned
above should clearly contribute added value and demonstrate valuable use
cases. Aspects such as diversification of portfolio / improvements /
personalisation / individualisation/ artistic design/ co-design/
innovative aesthetics and digitisation of production processes and use
cases of cognitive HRI are sought for.

● The co-creation contributions of artistic and technology providers to
address the manufacturers challenges should be elaborated upon.

● Soundness of the technical approach and credibility of the proposed
methodology. Justify how this approach will be implemented by adopting
the tools provided and developed and how the co-creation process will
look like at the end of the project.

IMPACT will analyse:
● Market opportunity: Provide convincing arguments about how addressing

the proposed challenges and technological solutions will lead to new or
improved market opportunities, what their expected impact is
(optimisation of energy, waste, logistics and resources) and how this
will be measured.

● Competition: Identify the key competitive advantages your project
delivers to all members of the consortium.

● Commercial Strategy and Scalability: proved scalability of the
new/improved product and contribution to RAMP Marketplace. How is this
solution further commercialised? What are the characteristics of the
target groups to be addressed? How can they be reached? What is the
added value? What is the size of this target group? What are the
barriers to overcome to achieve this scale?

IMPLEMENTATION will consider:
● Team: demonstrate management and leadership qualities. The team should

be balanced and cross-functional, with strong background and skills.

3 Internal experts means experts having a labour or shareholding relationships with the Better
Factory consortium partners, provided they are not involved in the Better Factory project.
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● Art-tech congruence: synergy between technological challenge and
artistic thematic and methodological approaches.

● Resources: demonstrate the quality and effectiveness of the resources
and underline the benefit of solutions already offered by Better Factory
Project under RAMP.

All applications will be assigned a score from 0 to 5 for each criterion which
will be reflected by the evaluators in an Individual Evaluation Report. The
threshold for each individual criterion will be 3. The overall threshold,
applying to the sum of the three individual scores, will be 10.

0 = Proposal fails to address the criterion or cannot be assessed due to missing
or incomplete information

1 = Poor – criterion is inadequately addressed or there are serious inherent
weaknesses

2 = Fair – proposal broadly addresses the criterion, but there are significant
weaknesses

3 = Good – proposal addresses the criterion well, but a number of shortcomings
are present

4 = Very good – proposal addresses the criterion very well, but a small number
of shortcomings are present

5 = Excellent – proposal successfully addresses all relevant aspects of the
criterion. Any shortcomings are minor.

The preliminary score will be calculated as an average of the individual
assessments provided by the Evaluators.

Proposals addressing challenges related to one of the prioritised sectors
(Plastic and Rubber; Furniture and Wood; Food and Agriculture; Construction;
Metal and Machinery; Textile and Leather) will be given 1 extra point to the
preliminary score.

In case the scores of the evaluators differ by (or more than) 3 points in at
least 2 of the award criteria, this difference will be solved by involving the
third evaluator in the process.

Ties will be solved using the following criteria, in order:

● Impact score,
● Implementation score,
● Excellence score,
● Date of submission: earlier submitted proposals go first.

A Ranking List will be elaborated. All proposals obtaining a score above the
threshold, will pass to the next phase.
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4.3 Consensus Meeting

The Selection Committee, formed by Better Factory core partners and 2
independent experts, will decide by consensus (or majority vote of ⅔ of the core
partners), and based on the ranking obtained as result of the Evaluation, the
List of finalists to pass to the next phase.

Whilst normally the highest ranked proposals will be invited to the Jury Day,
the Selection Committee might have fair reasons for objecting to a specific
third party. The list of reasons may include, but is not limited to, the
alignment with Better Factory goals and scope, the ability to achieve the
highest impact possible, commercial competition, as well as the existence of
significant ethical concerns or a potential conflict of interest. In this case,
the choice may pass to the next-ranked proposal.

The exact number of proposals to move to the Jury Day will be decided based on
the overall quality of the proposals. Up to 16 consortia may be invited to the
Jury Day.

4.4 Jury Day

A Jury Day will be organised, to which finalists will be invited to present
their proposals. After the event, the Jury will select the winners and include
them in the Provisional List of recipients and Reserve List.

The ‘Selection Committee’ will select the final beneficiaries considering the
following ’Awarding criteria’:

● Relevance to the objectives of the Better Factory project.
● Level of illustration of the value of co-creation
● Complementarity of the application domains
● Contribution to expected impacts (Reduction of waste, energy,

Resource consumption and Efficient logistic processes)
● Scalability potential

The ‘Selection Committee’ will decide by consensus (or majority vote of ⅔) the
‘Provisional List of FSTP recipients’, and ‘Reserve List’.

Although the objective is to select 9 proposals for the KTE program, the exact
number of proposals approved will be decided based on the overall quality of the
proposals.

EUR 1,800 will be granted to each consortium selected to participate in the Jury
Day, which will take place in a physical location of the EU. However, if the
Covid-19 situation is still affecting people’s mobility, the Jury Day would take
place on-line. All consortia invited to the Jury Day will have to participate in
this phase of the KTE, after signing a mini-grant agreement.

After the Jury Day, we will communicate the results to the applicants by email.
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4.5 What’s next? Subgrant Agreement Preparation and Signature

Once positively validated, before the Better Factory programme starts, we will
ask you to sign the Sub-Grant Agreement (hereinafter call agreement) with the
Better Factory Consortium. To do so, we will ask you to provide documents
regarding your formal status to prove your eligibility (for the details please
check our Frequently Asked Questions Document). Please do it within the
deadlines that will be communicated to you. If you fail to deliver the requested
documents on time, without clear and reasonable justification, we will exclude
you from the further formal assessment and you will be replaced with the company
from the Reserve list.

The Sub-Grant Agreement will include, as an annex, Individual Mentoring Plan for
each project. This document establishes, among others, the KPIs and Deliverables
that will be considered when evaluating the KTEs’ performance at the milestones
review, as well as the budget allocated to each stage of the experiment.

In the case of for-profit legal entities, even if we will provide a lump sum,
you will need to specify in your budget that the grant obtained will be equal to
the 70% of the costs estimated for the execution of the project.

The exact amount of financial support per KTE is a fixed lump sum of up to EUR
200,000 distributed as follows:

● Jury Day: fixed lump sum of up to EUR 1,800 per KTE
● Stage 1. Knowledge Co-creation: fixed lump sum of up to EUR 14,000

per KTE
● Stage 2. Knowledge Transfer: fixed lump sum of up to EUR 158,200 per

KTE
● Stage 3. Knowledge Scale-up: fixed lump sum of up to EUR 26,000 per

KTE
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5. Our Support Programme and Payment
Arrangements

The selected grantees will receive a fixed lump sum of up to EUR 200,000. The
lump sum is a simplified method of settling expenses in projects financed from
Horizon 2020 funds. It means that the grantee is not required to present
strictly defined accounting documents to prove the cost incurred (e.g. invoices)
but they are obliged to demonstrate the implementation of the project in line
with the milestones set for it. Simply speaking it means that we will assess
your progress and quality of your work during Interim Reviews, not your
accountancy. The milestones (deliverables, KPIs and ethical recommendations)
will be fixed in the ‘Individual Mentoring Plan’ elaborated at the beginning of
the programme.

The lump sum will be transferred to the Manufacturing Companies and they will be
responsible to distribute the funds to the Artist and to the Technology
Supplier.

The lump sum does not release any of the members of the consortium from the
obligation to collect documentation to confirm the costs under fiscal
regulation.

5.1 Milestone Reviews

The KTEs selected will define at the beginning of the support programme,
together with the mentors allocated, their ‘Individual Mentoring Plan’. The
‘Mentoring Committee’ will evaluate the KTEs performance at the Milestone Review
(established every time a payment is due), according to the following criteria:

● Deliverables quality. To be scored by the Mentors based on the
Deliverables established in the ‘Individual Mentoring Plan’.

● Business performance indicators. To be scored by the Business
Mentors based on the KPIs established in the ‘Individual Mentoring
Plan’

● Technical performance indicators. To be scored by the Technical
Mentor based on the KPIs established in the ‘Individual Mentoring
Plan’

● Deadline Compliance. To be scored by the Mentors.

Each criterion will be scored from 0 to 10 and the weight of each one of these
criteria, in the final score, will be following:

● Deliverable quality (30%).
● Technical performance indicators (30%).
● Business performance indicators (30%).
● Deadline Compliance (10%).

According with this final score:
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● Beneficiaries over threshold (7 points) will successfully receive
the next payment and be candidates to continue in the programme.

● Beneficiaries under threshold. The beneficiaries which have not
reached the threshold will be proposed, by the ‘Mentoring
Committee’, as candidates to leave the programme. And, if this
decision is finally ratified by the ‘Selection Committee’, they will
have to leave the programme and will not receive the next payment.

The ‘Selection Committee’ will review and validate the ‘Mentoring Committee’
proposal, putting special attention to the ‘under threshold’ cases, if any, by
taking into consideration all possible objective reasons for underperformance
(i.e. external factors which might have influenced the beneficiaries’
performance). The Selection Committee will make the final decision and
approve/deny the payments accordingly.

As stated previously, the maximum amount of financial support to be granted to
each third party is as follows:

● Tech supplier: fixed lump sum of up to EUR 100,000 per Tech supplier
and KTE;

● Manufacturing Companies (end users): fixed lump sum of up to EUR
50,0000 per Manufacturing company and KTE;

● Artist: fixed lump sum of up to EUR 50,000 per Artist and KTE.

5.2 Deliverables

For sake of simplicity and transparency, the Financial Support will be paid
against specific Deliverables (which will be included in the ‘Individual
Mentoring Plan’ annexed to the FSTP Agreement) and based on the results of the
Milestone Reviews Each Application Experiment will receive the funding as
follows:

KTE Funding Instrument. Payments schedule
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Once the deliverable milestones and payments to each KTE are approved by the
‘Selection Committee’, according to the Milestone Review Process described
above, VTT, as Coordinator, will transfer the relevant part of the FSTP budget
to FBA and FBA will pay to the 3rd parties on behalf of the Consortium.

Each Beneficiary that completed a given payment milestone will receive the grant
corresponding to that milestone.

Beneficiaries will be informed from the beginning about these conditions and
relevant provisions will be included in the Sub-Grant Agreements.

Ethical Principles: All KTEs must carry out the action in compliance with H2020
ethical standards. To ensure that KTEs are compliant with it, all selected
projects will undergo an Ethics Review before the first payment of the grant
(excluding mini grant). Where potential issues are identified, the proposer will
be required to detail any mitigating actions which will be included in the
‘Ethics Summary Report’, and an Ethical Committee will be established to
supervise and monitor the ethical concerns during the bottom-up project’s
implementation.
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6. Contact us
How can we help you?

If you have extra questions regarding our Open Call process you can post your
questions at Helpdesk space at
https://spaces.fundingbox.com/spaces/i4ms-better-factory-helpdesk or you can send us a message
to the Helpdesk email: betterfactory.helpdesk@fundingbox.com.

In case of any technical issues or problems, please include the following
information in your message:

• your username, telephone number and your email address;
• details of the specific problem (error messages you encountered, bugs

descriptions, i.e. if a dropdown list isn’t working, etc.); and
• screenshots of the problem.

For more information about the 2nd Better Factory Open Call, please check our
Better Factory call microsite.

For updates and project news, please visit our Better Factory website.

Complaints

If, after receiving the results of one of the evaluation phases (when foreseen),
you consider that a mistake has been made, you can send us your complaint. To do
so please send us your complaint in English by email to
betterfactory.helpdesk@fundingbox.com including the following information:

● your contact details (including email address),

● the subject of the complaint,

● information and evidence regarding the alleged breach.

You have 3 calendar days to submit your complaint starting from the day of
becoming aware of the grounds for the rejection. We will review your complaint
within no more than seven calendar days from its reception. If we need more time
to assess your complaint, we will inform you by email about the extension.

We will not review anonymous complaints or complaints with incomplete
information.

Please consider that the evaluation is run, from a technical, artistic and
business perspective, by experts from the Better Factory consortium. We do not
interfere with their assessment; therefore, we will not evaluate complaints
related to the results of the evaluation other than related to the mistakes in
the evaluation of the eligibility criteria.
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7.Last but not least - final provisions
Any matters not covered by this Guide will be governed by Polish law and rules
related to the H2020 and EU grants.

Please consider that we make our best effort to keep all provided data
confidential; however, for the avoidance of doubt, you are solely responsible to
indicate your confidential information as such.

Your IPR will remain your property. Moreover, as far as the IPR generated during
the KTEs is concerned:

● the licensing of IPR of the newly developed product shall be agreed
between THE Manufacturing SME and the Artist.

● if the Technology Supplier develops some new components (IPR), it shall
belong to the Technology Supplier. However, it shall be made available on
the RAMP under reasonable licensing conditions, for them to be exploited
commercially.

● the IPR shall remain available for non-profit research and development
activities.

FSTP beneficiaries will agree that certain information regarding the projects
selected for funding can be used by the Better Factory consortium for
communication purposes.

For the selected grantees, the agreement will include the set of obligations
towards the European Commission (for example: promoting the project and giving
visibility to the EU funding, maintaining confidentiality, understanding
potential controls by the EC/ECA and OLAF).

The Better Factory Consortium might cancel the call at any time, change its
provisions or extend it. In such a case we will inform all applicants about such
change. Signature of the agreement is an initial condition to establish any
obligations among applicants and any Consortium partners (with respect to the
obligation of confidentiality of the application).

Did not find what you were looking for? You may want to check our Frequently
Asked Questions Section.
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8.Annex 1: Processing of personal data in Better Factory
2nd Open Call

Information clause for personal data processing
in the 2nd Open Call organized under

Better Factory Project
Grant Agreement No. 951813

CONTROLLER`S IDENTITY AND CONTACT DETAILS

The data controllers are all entities in the FundingBox capital group as the Joint Controllers. All
FundingBox entities have agreed on common data processing purposes. In all matters
regarding personal data, you can contact us using the following email address:
privacy@fundingbox.com.

The essence of the arrangement is available here.

PURPOSES, LEGAL BASIS AND PROCESSING PERIOD

The purpose and legitimate interest of processing Legal basis for processing Period

1) To run an Open Call and collect data necessary to
evaluate applications submitted in the Open Call.

Legitimate interest of
FundingBox (based
on  Article 6,
paragraph 1 (f) of
GDPR) which is
fulfilling the
obligations and our
other interests
related to these
purposes.

6 years from
the end of the
year in which
the Project
ended.

2) To realize the Project goals described in the Grant
Agreement (e.g. communication, reporting,
collaborating with other project partners).

3) To consider potential complaints.

4) To gather feedback from applicants when the
Open Call is over to improve processes.

If an applicant has been selected to become the beneficiary of the project:

5) To collect the applicant’s details and
documentation necessary to verify its legal status.
Data will be collected in separate form via
FundingBox platform.

Processing is
necessary for the
performance of a
contract (based on
Article 6, paragraph 1
(b) of GDPR).

DATA RECEIVERS
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The Joint Controllers will transfer personal data only to trusted recipients such as IT service
providers, accountants, law firms, postal and courier companies (who process personal data on
the controllers’ behalf).

Due to the fact that we use the services of Google LLC, your data may be transferred to the USA.
We have concluded an agreement with those entities – the so-called Standard Contractual
Clauses. This means that in accordance with the decision of the European Commission No.
2021/914 EU of June 4, 2021, your personal data may be processed by this company in the USA.
More information about the decision at: https://fundingbox.com/trust/transfer-outside-eea/

To realize the Project, data can be transferred also to Project Partners (complete list of the
project partners is available at the email address: privacy@fundingbox.com) and European
Commision.

RIGHTS OF DATA SUBJECT 

Due to the fact that we process your personal data, you have the right to:

1) request access to your personal data,
2) demand the rectification of your personal data,
3) request to remove or limit the processing of your personal data,
4) data portability,
5) complain with the supervisory authority

(https://edpb.europa.eu/about-edpb/about-edpb/members_en).

You also have a right to object to processing of your personal data for all purposes indicated
above (according to the Article 21 of GDPR).

INFORMATION ABOUT VOLUNTARY OR OBLIGATORY DATA PROVISION

Providing data is voluntary, although it is necessary to participate in the Open Call. Without
providing your data, it is not possible to contact you and evaluate the application.

(1)I confirm that I read and understood the information clause concerning
processing of the personal data provided above.
● Yes

(2)I confirm that I have legal basis for processing personal data of the team
members listed in the application form.
● Yes

(3)I will pass the information clause provided above to all team members
mentioned in the application form.
● Yes
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H2020 Innovation Action – This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No

951813.
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